Diploma Information and Cost
Diploma applications should be sent to:
MF - Diplomreferat
Timo Schwarz, DK9WE, MF 1019
Schulkoppel 13 D-24963 Jerrishoe Tel .: (04638) 227 91 14 Email: dk9we@web.de
MF-RUNDE issues its diplomas when the diploma application is submitted, the scores per QSO must be listed
and then added up. QSL cards do not need to be presented.
For the Kehdinger Küstenschiffahrtsmuseum diploma a GRC list (confirmed list of QSL cards) must be sent in to
the MF diploma department.
The diploma applications are checked and processed after receipt of the contribution to the costs. The new
diploma holders will be announced in the bulletins (see frequency plan).
As the engraving of the plaques and trophies requires a different effort on the part of the manufacturer, no
binding deadlines can be given for the delivery.
The applications become the property of MF-RUNDE e.V. The legal process is excluded.
Costs: The postage and shipping costs for dispatch within Germany are already included in all amounts.
For shipping abroad, we try to find the cheapest way. Sometimes this means additional postage.
All plaques cost 42 Euro, to foreign countries 45 Euro. If desired, the engraving can be done "CW only".
The MF Trophy costs 62 Euro within DL and 65 Euro abroad.
The price for the MF Supertrophy is 72 Euro, postage abroad on request. Trophy and Supertrophy can
also be applied for as a decorative paper documents for 10 Euro.
If you later decide to buy the real ship's bell or clock instead of the document, the fee will be deducted from
the price of the bell or clock.
-

Sticker: First addition per class (MF-Trophy or MF-Supertrophy) with wooden board 50 Euro, each
further addition 5 Euro.
VHF Jubilee- diploma costs 25 Euro for DL, abroad on request
The "CAP-SAN-DIEGO" diploma costs 13 Euro, abroad on request

-

The Kehdinger Küstenschiffahrtsmuseums-Diplom costs 15 Euro, foreign countries on
request

-

The MF club station diploma costs 10, 00 € (DL). The MF Club Station Trophy costs € 70.00 (DL + EU)
and € 80.00 (DX abroad).
The MF Club Station Supertrophy costs € 70.00 (DL + EU) and € 80.00 (DX abroad).

-

Prices are subject to change without notice.
With effect from 01.01.2007, IRCs will no longer be accepted as a means of payment.
Amounts are to be transferred to the MF diploma account at the time of application.
MF - DIPLOMKONTO
Volksbank Stade-Cuxhaven eG
IBAN: DE97 2419 1015 0230 9092 01
BIC: GENODEF1SDE

